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“Our Destiny is Not Negotiable”: Native Brotherhoods and 
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The White Man Cometh 

And the pale wolves descended upon them; 
And they were rabid and ravenous; 

And they glutted themselves upon there (sic) flesh, 
And when they had done, 

They vomited out 
Their “culture” upon them 

And bleached the bones of 
Their heritage, 

With the hot sun 
Of  their tyranny. 

T. Forsyth.1 

In November 1970, in a classroom at one Joyceville Federal Penitentiary, a group 
of  incarcerated Aboriginal Canadians formed Ontario’s first Native 
Brotherhood.2 Forsyth was a prisoner at this institution when he wrote the poem 
quoted above for the first edition of  the organization’s publication, The Talking 
Leaves. Within the walls of  the Joyceville Penitentiary, Forsyth railed against the 
legacy of  colonialism through his involvement in the Native Brotherhood. The 
Native Brotherhood movement began in 1958 with the first Native Brotherhood 
in the Stoney Mountain Penitentiary in Manitoba and developed slowly over the 
next twelve years in Western Canada.3 With the beginning of  the Joyceville 
Native Brotherhood, a new chapter began from a regional to a national move- 
ment. This movement challenged the notion that the Canadian corrections sys- 
tem could heal Aboriginal inmates while remaining rooted in fundamentally 
western principles predicated on colonialist uses of  Christian theology. Native 
Brotherhoods4 were grassroots, inmate run organizations within penitentiaries 
that recognized the social, political, economic, and cultural problems that con- 
tributed to alarming rates of  incarceration among Aboriginal peoples in Canada. 
In recognizing the roots to the issues facing incarcerated Aboriginal peoples, 
they directly confronted state-sanctioned hegemony in innovative ways. From 
1970 to 1982 the movement grew in both size and strength, creating the base 
from which they later successfully pressured the administrators of  prisons to 
officially sanction Sweat and Pipe Ceremonies as recognized religious cere- 
monies.5 A number of  left-wing philosophers and activists inspired Aboriginal 
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inmates who transformed the message of  other race-based movements both
inside and outside prisons to their particular context.6 Because the Brotherhoods
saw the root of  their marginalization in western culture and colonial practices,
they argued that the solutions existed within their own cultural and spiritual her-
itage.7 In this way, Native Brotherhoods confronted the legacy of  colonialism.

In practice, Native Brotherhoods and the Sisterhood used traditional
cultural expressions, especially traditional spirituality, as a method of  decoloniza-
tion. While they did not utilize academic jargon, the ideas within the writings of
both the spiritual leaders of  the Brotherhood and inmates themselves reflected
intellectual trends of  the 1970s.8 As an expression of  their anti-colonialism,
Ontario’s Native Brotherhoods rejected Christianity in its common practices,
subscribing instead to traditional spirituality.9 These organizations were largely
inmate-run, though they received personal, financial, and political support from a
number of  national Aboriginal associations. The most important of  these sup-
porting bodies were the Allied Indian and Métis Society (AIMS) and the
Canadian Association in Support of  Native Peoples (CANSP).

One of  the most lasting and destructive legacies of  colonialism that the
Brotherhoods addressed was the colonized personality. According to Métis
scholar Howard Adams, because “white society” consistently argued that Euro-
Canadian cultures were superior, Aboriginal peoples began to believe themselves
to be inferior.10 Adams’ concept of  the colonized personality points to an
important, if  understudied facet of  colonialism, namely that colonialism was
experienced on a deeply personal level. Recognizing the personal and private as
the most significant impact of  colonial discourse does not necessitate redefining
what colonialism is, but rather repositions the activities of  Aboriginal penal
organizations as addressing one of  the most important repercussions of  colo-
nialism. While colonialism operated at the economic, political, and social level,
the personal impact on Aboriginal peoples was where the most insidious work of
colonial practices took place. The penitentiary itself  exacerbated the personal
impact of  colonialism as it operated as both a literal and metaphorical symbol of
the colonial context. The undeveloped historical scholarship concerning
Aboriginal responses to prisons is therefore surprising because prisons are a fas-
cinating and enlightening window into both the operation of  colonialism and the
responses of  Aboriginal inmates.11 If  one recognizes the attitudes and values
that degraded Aboriginal peoples historically as a part of  the colonial process,
the actions of  the Brotherhood movement which celebrated Aboriginal identities
and customs acquires a new significance in the face of  government and penal
structures.
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By the end of  the 1960s, political movements for decolonization had
reshaped the political and intellectual world, as “the aura of  normality” of
empires no longer held sway.12 However, decolonization, as practiced elsewhere,
was not wholly transferrable to Aboriginal peoples incarcerated in federal pris-
ons. For example, Frantz Fanon’s prescription of  violent rebellion against colo-
nial rulers was not feasible in the prison environment.13 There are however, sev-
eral intellectual linkages to be made between the Brotherhoods and other race-
based decolonization movements both inside and outside prisons. Indeed, the
transformative role of  incarceration for many black leaders in the United States
belies a larger trend where time in the penitentiary initiated a sense of  cultural
pride in contrast to what inmates viewed as a white system of  oppression.14 One
example was Malcolm X who ‘discovered’ the Nation of  Islam while in prison;
many Aboriginal inmates similarly learned about ‘the good Red Road’ and
Aboriginal spirituality for the first time while in prisons.15 One Brotherhood
member specifically noted that the black power movement in the United States
inspired him to greater action because of  the example of  the American move-
ment.16 In this way, Aboriginal inmates overcame the machinery of  power of
both the colonial state and modern panoptical institutions. Aboriginal inmates
“refused to lay down and die,” suggesting a refusal to become, in Foucault’s
words, a ‘docile body’ as Aboriginal spirituality turned what was docile into
‘dynamic bodies.’17 These connections illustrate how decolonization as practiced
by Aboriginal inmates was one aspect of  a larger global process applied to the
unique cultural and political context of  incarcerated Aboriginal peoples in
Ontario. 

While prisons were oppressive institutions, there were several reasons
why they also became arenas for decolonizing the personality. The prison setting
centralized troubled, disenfranchised, and embittered Aboriginal peoples, putting
them in a setting where they could learn about Aboriginal spirituality. A great
number of  inmates had never been taught their own cultural and spiritual her-
itage prior to their incarceration.18 The prison was originally conceived as a
reformatory where troubled individuals would be taught the saving grace of
Christianity. Inmates responded to their situation spiritually, though it was
through their culturally unique spiritual beliefs rather than through Christianity.19
In addition, the penal context proffered concrete concerns those inmates shared.
In a damning critique of  the criminal justice system, one Aboriginal inmate
wrote, “You have put us in jail because we tried to live your way of  life.”20 In a
letter read at a symposium on Aboriginals and the criminal justice system held at
Carleton University on October 21st, 1976, Aboriginal inmate Robert O’Connor
argued that to solve the problems Aboriginals faced in prisons one needed to see
the origin of  the problem, which he identified as colonialism. O’Connor empha-
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sized the spiritual component of  non-Aboriginal incursions by writing, “You
mocked our spiritual ways and called us savages…You made us then, as now,
prisoners of  war....”21 Aboriginal inmates were aware that their problems were
rooted in colonial reality, and actively responded to the colonial problems to bet-
ter themselves in a uniquely Aboriginal way. To do this required decolonization
of  the personality, which Aboriginals worked towards in prisons through Native
Brotherhoods.

One of  the most important mechanisms for challenging the system in
which they were entangled was the prison writings undertaken by the
Brotherhoods. Philosopher Michael Hames-Garcia argued that Latino inmate
experiences lend them to be not vital to understanding the limitations of  positive
law and establishing a theory of  justice.22 Black prison revolutionary George
Jackson argued that writing was one of  the key strategies of  prison radicalism.’23
Similar critiques of  the penal system and musings on the implications of  their
imprisonment by Aboriginal inmates function as practical philosophical treatises
on how one decolonizes. Every chapter of  the Native Brotherhood movement
had a newsletter, and it is in these publications that the inmates addressed their
concerns regarding the institutions, expressed themselves through poetry,
encouraged involvement in the movement, and advertised upcoming events, and
developed their views on spirituality and decolonization.24 Especially important
was the frequent expression of  the pride inmates had in their Aboriginal identity.
These newsletters circulated amongst other Brotherhoods and the Sisterhood,
and often these authors responded to each other and offered encouragement for
one another. 

Within the larger genre of  prison writings, Brotherhood publications fit
within the subset of  the ‘prison press’ that began in Canada in the 1950s and
gained traction within penal contexts in the following decades. While most
prison periodicals were not racially specific in their authorship, in the 1970s
Brotherhoods adopted this mechanism of  expression for specifically Aboriginal
concerns. Unlike the prison writings of  well-known figures like Leonard Peltier
who wrote for a general audience, inmates wrote specifically for other inmates,
which is evident in the tone and the message behind their musings. This type of
periodical provides an enlightening window into the worldviews of  Aboriginal
inmates, though censorship by the prison administration limited the messages
they could convey. The editor of  Tribal Ways, the publication of  the Collins Bay
Native Brotherhood, argued that this institutional censorship limited inmate cri-
tiques to general concerns such as social prejudice or courtroom inequities rather
than singling out particular police agencies, religious organizations, politicians, or
social agency.25 By extension, historians must take a critical eye to the deeper
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meanings behind what inmates wrote, comparing them with the much more
vociferous criticisms that their leaders levied against the criminal justice sys-
tem.26

The spiritual beliefs expressed by Aboriginal peoples within prisons was
not an absolute rejection of  everything ‘Western,’ but was rather a cultural adap-
tation with many influences in the unique context of  penal institutions. Most
Aboriginal inmates and medicine men had Christian backgrounds, and the teach-
ings of  Christian spirituality influenced Aboriginal expressions of  spirituality in
the correctional context. Aboriginal activists attacked the correctional system and
its use of  Christian theology by using biblical and theological references to illus-
trate the misuse of  Christianity. In spite of  the critiques of  the penal system,
Native Brotherhoods promoted respect of  other religions because, in their
words, “our Great Spirit is other peoples god.”27 Unlike Christianity, argued the
Brotherhood, the Great Spirit was not co-opted as a tool for expanding colonial
power. Aboriginal expressions of  spirituality and Christian exegesis were seen as
two sides of  the same coin. The one deity revealed himself  or herself  to differ-
ent people groups in different ways. Thus, Native Brotherhoods did not reject
the theology of  Christianity outright, but rather rejected application of  Christian
dogma in penal settings.28 Arthur Solomon described the ways prisons sullied
Christian theology in uncompromising language by writing, “Prisons are an
abomination. They are a blasphemy in the face of  God. I cannot believe that
God ever intended for any of  her children to be locked up in iron cages behind
stone walls.”29 For the Brotherhood movement, perceived misuse of  Christianity
was deemed equally offensive as a misuse of  spirituality. If  the Great Spirit was
the same deity as the Christian God, albeit revealed in different ways, the use of
the Christianity as a colonial tool was contradictory to the very nature the deity
regardless of  how individuals or cultures envisioned the deity.30

While historians note the syncretism, parallels, and areas of  conver-
gence between traditional spirituality and Christianity, Aboriginal peoples empha-
sized practical differences in the context of  Canadian criminal justice.31 Parallels
notwithstanding, Aboriginal inmates and elders perceived considerable difference
between Aboriginal perspectives on justice as informed by their spirituality and
in the practical application of  Christian doctrine in federal corrections. For
example, the first prisons assumed that an individual could change behavior
through religion, but Aboriginal customs indicated that it was the responsibility
of  the community to correct improper actions. 32 While the Christian doctrine
of  salvation was predicated on a personal relationship with the divine, traditional
spirituality saw the continuance of  the tribe in its entirety as the result of  living
according to principles associated with spirituality.33 A justice system predicated
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on Aboriginal spirituality and cosmologies therefore would fundamentally differ
from the Canadian criminal justice system. This difference became an avenue
through which Aboriginal inmates voiced their dissent and attempted to imple-
ment uniquely Aboriginal forms of  justice and healing. Native Brotherhoods
rejected Christianity as practiced and instead focused on the unique contribu-
tions of  their traditional spirituality.

While many aspects of  traditional spirituality and Christianity can coex-
ist or complement each other, the theological foundations of  the penitentiary
system run contrary to Aboriginal spirituality. While humanitarian reformers had
turned the philosophical basis of  the penitentiary system away from treating the
crime as a sin, the traditional reformatory approach to Aboriginal peoples per-
sisted. The ‘Christianizing mission’ lost ground in the Mid-Twentieth century, but
the ‘civilizing mission’ did not.34 Christianity was no longer used to justify the
imposition of  correctional procedures on a colonized people, but western world-
views still dominated the penitentiary system. Inmates continued to reject the
imposition of  colonial practice through their use of  Aboriginal spirituality
regardless of  the current philosophical thrust of  corrections. 

Because the Canadian justice system was built on the foundation of
theological and philosophical contributions of  Christianity, rejecting certain pre-
cepts of  Christian thought was tantamount to rejecting the criminal justice sys-
tem. Aboriginal inmates did not reject Christianity as a legitimate system of
beliefs, but rather rejected the notion that the penitentiary could stem from a
theology based on Jesus Christ. Aboriginal spirituality operated as part of  the
Aboriginal rejection of  western cultural domination. While decolonization is not
always a religious activity, the way that Aboriginal peoples in federal prisons
accomplished this was distinctly spiritual.

While decolonization occurred because of  injustices emanating from
the colonial legacy, the therapeutic and rehabilitative value of  traditional spiritual-
ity motivated the Brotherhoods’ activities. James Waldram outlined the practical
and therapeutic value of  traditional spirituality by exploring the potential for
‘symbolic healing’ through spiritual rituals.35 Therein lies the great irony of  the
decolonization by the Native Brotherhood movement in Ontario: Christian cler-
ics, Aboriginal spiritual Elders, and Aboriginal inmates all held parallel objectives.
Each group wanted Aboriginal people rehabilitated, to maintain their sobriety, be
successfully reintegrated in their home communities, and once released to stay
out of  prison. Unlike Anglican chaplain J.T.L. James, who wrote that the prison
administrators had to first establish the end goals of  the correctional process to
determine the best way to reach those goals, Aboriginal inmates saw the means
just as important as the end because inmates had to relate culturally to their own
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rehabilitative practices.36 The strongest advocates of  traditional spirituality in
prisons were not Aboriginal communities but rather inmates who had experi-
enced the healing power of  Aboriginal spirituality. One inmate wrote, “The
Indian ways – spiritual and traditional – have to be the number one concern in
the Native’s bid for rehabilitation.”37 In many instances the purpose of  decolo-
nization was not a blind rejection of  the system that failed them, but rather a
genuine attempt to rehabilitate when western methods were deemed ineffective.
Decolonization was not a total rejection of  the criminal justice system, but rather
a dissenting voice for reform according to the unique needs of  inmates.38 The
end goals were not radical in the way that third-world revolutionary movements
were, but by asserting their own cultural values within the colonial context, the
Brotherhoods made a powerful contribution to the global culture of  decoloniza-
tion. It was through practical goals that concerned inmate rehabilitation that
decolonization took place.

Native Brotherhoods rooted their daily operations in celebrating
Aboriginal identity. The colonized personality existed when Aboriginal people
defined themselves according to Euro-Canadian social norms and expectations.
An ongoing theme in inmate publications is that of  pride in their own identity as
Aboriginal people. The inaugural publication of  The Talking Leaves began this
trend in 1970 when it challenged dominant societies’ perceived attitudes towards
Aboriginal inmates. Karen Baulne wrote, “I have chosen the Indian Native
Brotherhood as an example to all others that Indians can work together as a
group, and contrary to popular belief, can accomplish something for them-
selves.”39 The Native Sisterhood recognized identity as the most fundamental
concern that the group needed to address, stating, “The big important thing is to
be recognized as a group and as Native Women.”40 The publications of  Native
Brotherhoods are littered with references to the pride that Aboriginal people had
in their identity; the colonized personality was overcome by rejecting the notion
that they should be ashamed of  their Aboriginal identity. Many Aboriginal peo-
ple were exposed to the constructive elements of  Aboriginal culture for the first
time when they were in prison, which redefined their own understanding of
Aboriginal identity.

The identity that the Brotherhood movement promoted necessarily
diverged from the historical identities adhered to by North American Aboriginal
peoples. A new ‘pan-American’ Aboriginal identity began to take form during
the 1960s and was relatively firmly established by the 1970s. As the social, eco-
nomic, and political context changed for Aboriginal peoples, so did their identity.
Dr. D’Arcy McNickle wrote, “Today Indians are thinking of  themselves not as
Cree, Sioux, or Navajo, but as Indians. For the first time we are dealing with an
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ethnic group, not a tribal one.”41 The need for political influence led to the
emergence of  Canada-wide federations of  Aboriginal peoples, creating more
unity and organization than ever before.42 If  the context for Aboriginals outside
prison led to an ethnic rather than tribal identity, the situation within Ontario’s
prisons emphasized the need to define themselves as ‘Indian’ rather than accord-
ing to their tribal affiliations. Because of  the small size of  Ontario’s Aboriginal
inmate population, this pan-American identity was necessary for the
Brotherhoods to continue operation with any success. With a handful of
Aboriginals from all of  Canada, the groups were forced to focus on commonali-
ty rather than differences among them, and the pan-American culture allowed
just that.

There was more at stake than morale in Aboriginal discussions of  iden-
tity in prisons because Aboriginal peoples saw the loss of  identity as a major
cause of  their overrepresentation in prisons. One supporter identified the key
issue facing Aboriginal young people: “They [young people] must adapt to one
[world] but they must also remain spiritually in another. Until they learn this,
they’ll remain confused.”43 The Native Sons, a group within the Guelph
Correctional Institution, addressed the issue by using “heightened spiritual
awareness” to combat recidivism amongst Aboriginal inmates.44 The Brothers at
Millhaven in Bath, Ontario put a fine point on their concerns, stating, “To
oppose our Culture development [sic] is to oppose our rehabilitation. So we
want all unnecessary Culture repression [sic] to cease.”45 Harold Cardinal
addressed the issue of  Aboriginal identity in a broader context at the House of
Bishops Committee on Native Canadians. According to Cardinal, “Basic prob-
lems of  identity need answering to bring back religious beliefs.”46 Native
Brotherhoods saw pride in their identity as important in working towards reha-
bilitation, not because of  cultural niceties.

Native Brotherhoods operated within the prison environment with reg-
ular activities and events, the most regular activity being weekly meetings. These
meetings typically lasted several hours without any formal agenda, though groups
had to adapt to the limitations placed on them by the administration.47 As often
as possible, Brotherhoods would request attendance at meetings from members
of  the Aboriginal community or for Elders and spiritual leaders to come and
teach Aboriginal spirituality to the inmates.48 Outside leadership was profoundly
significant, though inmates also took on leadership roles through consensus,
which was also the traditional mode for election of  Elders. One common con-
cern of  inmates was that the local community was not aware that they could
help inmates, and when local Elders were involved in the prison life this problem
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was to some degree remedied. The weekly meetings and publications went hand-
in-hand, as the topics covered in both stressed Aboriginal identity and culture,
most often rooted in their spiritual beliefs.

The Joyceville Native Brotherhood was particularly successful in pro-
moting Aboriginal culture beyond the confines of  the Penitentiary through
organizing several “Native Heritage Days.” These days were hosted within the
prisons but the outside community was also invited to partake. The main goal of
these events was to meet other Aboriginal peoples and educate them regarding
Aboriginal traditions. They did this by serving traditional Aboriginal foods, danc-
ing, and religious ceremonies. By inviting people to the heritage day, Wilfred
Toulouse emphasized the role that Aboriginal spiritual leaders would play.49 On
May 28, 1977, the Heritage Day featured Bobby Woods, an Elder from the
Toronto Chapter of  the Allied Indian and Métis Society (AIMS) who led the
participants in a Tobacco Ceremony. He explained the spiritual ways as he went
along, and taught the participants that “we are relying on spiritual people and
elders to find our own identity and our way back to old traditions.”50 Similar
events took place in other clubs, particularly the Native Sisterhood’s Pow-Wows
that accomplished similar goals. Soon, the Millhaven and Collins Bay institutions
followed suit with their own events. 

Brotherhoods also promoted Aboriginal culture through the practice of
handicrafts. This was a common means through which many Aboriginal peoples
across Canada promoted their identities, especially with the rise of  neo-tradition-
alism in the 1970s.51 The Joyceville Native Brotherhood carved a forty-foot tall
totem pole to donate to the city of  Kingston in 1973.52 The Collins Bay
Brotherhood promoted ‘Hobby-craft’ like beadwork, leatherwork, and silk
screening of  Christmas cards to sell to other inmates.53 While individual
Brotherhoods engaged in unique projects, these types of  activities were common
in Ontario and across Canada. These programs functioned as a manifestation of
the Brotherhoods’ pride in their Aboriginal identity.

One of  the major achievements of  the Native Brotherhoods was gain-
ing official recognition as a self-help group. In 1967, there was no Aboriginal-run
programming in federal penitentiaries, and few institutions had any programming
specifically for Aboriginal peoples in any capacity.54 This speaks to an intriguing
trend in the advocacy of  Native Brotherhoods because while they critiqued reli-
gious underpinnings to the system, they most often compared themselves in
their advocacy material to Alcoholics Anonymous rather than to prison chaplains
of  mainstream denominations. This speaks to the holistic nature of  Aboriginal
spirituality.55 Aboriginal drug and alcohol programs, inmates argued, would be
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more effective because they stemmed from Aboriginal peoples own worldviews
and culture. Joyceville’s Native Brotherhood stated simply that when receiving
rehabilitative treatment, the Aboriginal inmate “is treated as any other inmate.
However, the Native person is not the same. He thinks different, his life style is
different and he is totally different from the non-Native inmate.”56 In 1973, the
Millhaven Native Brotherhood denounced the actions taken by the prison
administration as “tokenism,” and far from sufficient to address the serious
issues facing Aboriginal peoples.57 The Brotherhood did not request their own
drug and alcohol program from a sense of  shame, but rather it was a demand
that they control their own recovery. Decolonization was in this instance a
means to an end, that end being sobriety. Aboriginal inmates wa nted to stay out
of  prison, and they felt that they could only accomplish that by healing through
Aboriginal means. To access the beneficial aspects of  Aboriginal culture, they
had to decolonize themselves.

While Native Brotherhoods identified themselves as self-help groups
early in their history, it was not until February 1975, following a national confer-
ence on Native peoples in Canadian criminal justice held in Edmonton, that the
group achieved official recognition for the work they did concerning alcohol and
drug rehabilitation. However, not all institutions acted on this recognition.58 The
Edmonton conference brief  stated that the purpose of  the conference was to
“examine the failure of  the purpose and concepts of  the criminal law of  Canada
as it relates to the Indian and Native offenders in its application, [underline origi-
nal]”59 and recognizing the value of  the drug and alcohol programming already
in place was a major recommendation of  this conference. The impact of  this
conference was not immediate; as late as 1976 Robert O’Connor argued, “there
are (practically) no rehabilitation programmes [sic] in these places. Unless you
rehabilitate yourself, you’ll always return.”60 However, the fact that Aboriginal
rights were established in name laid the groundwork for later practical accom-
plishments of  the movement.

When the movement achieved recognition in 1975 as a self-help group
it accomplished three pragmatic goals for the movement.61 First, parole boards
were required to recognize involvement in Native Brotherhoods as akin to
Alcoholics Anonymous when considering applications for parole. This was an
important step towards lowering the lower rates of  parole granted to Aboriginal
peoples because up to that point the activities of  many Aboriginal inmates were
considered entirely social without rehabilitative value, and therefore were not
considered in applications for parole. Second, the Brotherhoods received funding
from the National Alcohol Abuse Program.62 While they could not pressure the
bureaucracy in the same way that the Canadian Charter of  Rights and Freedoms
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would allow, it was an important moment for the movement. Financially com-
pensating Elders who visited the prisons and funding the programs of  the
Brotherhoods was always a concern, and this funding alleviated that pressure.
Third, once drug and alcohol programs were established for Aboriginal peoples
in prison, the groups had the framework to advocate for support of  Aboriginals.
While this did not overcome long-standing institutional and personal prejudice, it
was a first step that led to more profound accomplishments that came between
the mid-1980s and early 1990s. 

While the practical accomplishments that recognition had as a self  help
group garnered, it was an intangible achievement that was the most meaningful.
There is a long history of  the criminalization of  Aboriginal religious ceremonies,
especially those ceremonies that involved the redistribution or destruction of
property. While many regulations were not strictly enforced since the 1920s,
within the penal context the practice of  Aboriginal spiritual ceremonies was,
from a practical perspective, outlawed. This was because in the penal context
many sacred items were officially labeled contraband. One Elder, responding to
the banning of  burning sweet grass and sacred tobacco inside the prison left a
cigarette burning in an ashtray in the place of  these sacred items.63 By recogniz-
ing the rehabilitative value of  Aboriginal ceremonies, Aboriginal inmates showed
the prison administration that their traditions had intrinsic value. The
Brotherhood movement always functioned by recognizing the inherent value of
Aboriginal identities and tradition, and this core value was officially recognized. 

After the Brotherhood movement built a strong foundation within the
prison, they began to develop Aboriginal rehabilitative programs outside the
prison walls by pressuring for Aboriginal-run and Aboriginal-oriented halfway
houses. After an Aboriginal inmate from British Columbia was transferred to
Joyceville, AIMS began operating in Ontario and pressured for an Aboriginal-
oriented halfway house.64 The problem of  Aboriginal recidivism was alarming,
and rather than releasing inmates to situations that often resulted in further
incarceration, the Native Brotherhoods through AIMS explored other options
for Aboriginals upon release. Robert O’Connor became an impassioned advocate
of  an Aboriginal halfway house not because he was angry at western society, but
rather because it would “give the despairing inmate something positive to identi-
fy with.”65 O’Connor recognized inherent flaws for all people within the crimi-
nal justice system; he argued that while all incarcerated peoples were disadvan-
taged by the system it was worse for Aboriginal peoples. They had little program-
ming and no halfway house to help his people stay out of  prison.66 AIMS facili-
tated discussion amongst Ontario’s Native Brotherhoods, and by listening to the
concerns of  inmates deemed it important that upon release the Aboriginal com-
munity support inmates. They envisioned a halfway house that was staffed
entirely by Aboriginal peoples to whom the inmates could relate.67
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The Native Brotherhood movement presented a viable alternative to a
system of  justice that had failed Aboriginal peoples. Native Brotherhoods adapt-
ed to their prison environment by expressing their own unique spirituality that
affirmed the value of  their cultural heritage and assisted them while they served
time in federal penitentiaries. Because the Aboriginal worldview was inherently
spiritual, everything that Aboriginal inmates did through the Brotherhoods was a
fundamentally spiritual activity, be it weekly meetings, spiritual ceremonies, pow-
wows, drug and alcohol programming, or the development of  a halfway house.
While there were parallels between Aboriginal spirituality and Christianity, Native
Brotherhoods rejected certain aspects of  Christianity as it was practiced, and
used traditional spirituality influenced both by their incarcerated situation and
influences from their upbringing to develop the most effective means of  healing
and renewal of  both Aboriginal communities and individual Aboriginal inmates.
What was striking about the Brotherhood movement is the clarity through which
they saw their own situation as both the product of  the political, social, and eco-
nomic colonization and how articulately they expressed their own colonized sta-
tus. Further, they intelligently combated their own colonization through practical
measures rooted in traditional spirituality. As the movement grew between 1970
and 1982, one of  the strongest statements in the global act of  decolonization
came not from intellectuals or revolutionaries, but rather from incarcerated
Aboriginals in Canada. 
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NOTES

1 T. Forsyth, “The White Man Cometh.” The Talking Leaves, 1, (Kingston, ON,
Oct. 1971), 9. There are two groups called the “Native Brotherhood.” The one I
focus on are Aboriginal groups in prisons. There are also political groups of
Native peoples that advocate for Native rights, the most famous of  these being
the British Columbia and Yukon Native Brotherhoods. These two types of
groups at times shared similar goals, but their association was incidental. 
2 “Formation of  Native Brotherhood,” The Talking Leaves, 1, (Kingston, ON,
Oct. 1971), 2.
3 Christie Jefferson, Conquest by Law. Solicitor General of  Canada (APC 8 CA,
1994), 108.
4 A Native Sisterhood existed in the Kingston Prison for Women beginning in
1976. For the sake of  brevity, the plural ‘Brotherhoods’ refers to the entire
movement, including the Native Sisterhood. Because there was only ever one
federal prison for women, there was only one Native Sisterhood, hence my use
of  the singular.
5 James Waldram, The Way of  the Pipe: Aboriginal Spirituality and Symbolic Healing in
Canadian Prisons. (Toronto: University of  Toronto Press, 1997), 5-14.
6 Some especially important works for the Native Brotherhood Movement
come from Canadian Aboriginal scholars and Black Power activists in the 
United States. Further, the movement felt a special bond with incarcerated 
thinkers both in North America and across the globe, including Nelson Mandela
and Leonard Peltier. See: Howard Adams, Prison of  Grass, (Toronto: New Press, 
1975); Harold Cardinal, The Unjust Society, (Edmonton: M.G. Hurting, Ltd, 1969);
George Jackson, Soledad Brother (New York: Coward-McCann, Inc, 1970), 233-
250; Huey Newton, Revolutionary Suicide (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 
Inc., 1973), 260-261.
7 Joanne Hoople and J.W.E. Newberry. And What About Canada’s Native Peoples?
(C.A.S.N.P., 1976), 12.
8 For example, see: Fanon, The Wretched of  the Earth, Trans. Richard Philcox,
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